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In this moving and compassionate common—Filled with practical advice upon giving an answer to the
requests of the dying and assisting them prepare emotionally and spiritually to get death, Final Gifts
displays how we might help the dying person live completely to the very end. encounter tending the
terminally ill.hospice nurses Maggie Callanan and Patricia Kelley talk about their intimate experiences with
patients by the end of life, drawn from more than twenty years’ Through their stories we come to
appreciate the near-miraculous ways in which the dying connect their requirements, reveal their emotions,
and actually choreograph their own final moments; we also uncover the gifts—of wisdom, faith, and love—that
the dying keep for the living to talk about.now updated with new materials from the authors—
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Offers insight and comfort Recommended to me simply by a dear friend, Final Presents was a book that
helped her to comprehend what her father was going through during the final stages of his long battle
with cancer. She stated she discovered it to become comforting and useful, and encouraged me to read it,
also if it had been in little snippets versus reading it completely cover to cover.We ordered the book and
the first pages I opened up to linked to how somebody who is dying might really know in their soul 'when'
that is going to occur (Nearing Loss of life Awareness) and in little ways prepare their loved ones. Go
through this with a few cells nearby, but they are healthful tears. I have purchased several extra copies as
presents since I got one for myself.My mom was diagnosed with lung cancer over this past year, and
subsequently the doctors found she had a separate cancerous tumor (non-metastatic) on her behalf
pancreas. She's two aortic anyuersms and doctors actually aren't sure why she actually is still around, but
continue to give her palliative care in the form of chemotherapy and pain meds to increase her life. At the
same time, we try to plan her departure.As a caregiver this reserve is helping me to understand a bit more
in what my mother is certainly going through and remind me personally to be present in all my interactions
with her, as even the mundane ones my be Final Presents. I'm grateful my pal recommended this book if
you ask me and I would recommend it to others who are helping a pal or family member who is dying. Such
a helpful book! My mom was nearing the finish of a nearly 7-year struggle with advanced breast tumor,

when I came across this wonderful book. Thank God I'm an easy reader, as her condition deteriorated
quickly, and she became bedridden and practically noncommunicative within two times of the book's arrival.
Although her body appeared prepared for death, something seemed to be holding her back again, causing her
to be agitated. Very, very useful. Once I convinced him to get this done, she exceeded peacefully about six
hours afterwards, surrounded by those she enjoyed. Don't experience helpless...embrace the process. This is
a must read for anybody with a loved one with an "impending death" disease (such as for example cancer).
It not only helped me go through my moms last times with grace and relieve but changed my outlook on
dying. I am no more afraid of death. It noises morbid but this reserve helped me benefit from the process
of watching someone you care about die because I did so not feel helpless. My mother includes a
gliablastoma. It will enable you to comfort the individual dying and the conversations that may evolve
because of your awareness, are precious memories for you and very comforting to the dying person.
Insightful I actually am a nurse, appreciate the insights shared out of this book & the average person
stories shared. I could most definitely empathize and sympathize with the people within the situations. This
publication enlightens the process of dying for the ones actively carrying it out, the family-/loved one's
dealing with the difficulty of losing their cherished one, and for those folks caring for patients and families
in the midst of death. We all know death is an essential life experience which reserve helps us learn that
we need not fear death or those dying. Understanding the wants.very helpful Five Stars Great book This
book is perfect for anyone who may encounter death (so everyone) This book was very useful in my
working profession (in pediatric oncology) and in my personal life.. Great buy This book is awesome for
those of us in end of lifestyle care. It will allow you to be more comfortable with the procedure of dying
and embrace each stage. This reserve not only taught me a whole lot, but offered me some peace of mind.
I feel better prepared and today almost feel a calmness about how exactly the finish will be. It had been
very difficult to learn in that the stories were of the dying. I cried through nearly every story, but it was
important and it was healing within an odd way. It could be that someone requests their sneakers (as my
Dad did), shortly before they expire - or many other incidences in their experience. Words cannot
communicate my gratitude to the writer (and the social employee!. I don't need to simplify it too much, but

It is written by Hospice nurses and tells of their observations of different ways the dying talk to their
loved ones when the end is usually near. I am the better for having examine it. I found myself thinking
back to what I'd read over and over again through the next couple of days. end of lifestyle care, maybe I
am simply the odd one out who was simply unable to have more positive remarks concerning this particular



book, also was longing for more insight on people that have very difficult cognitive issues even those that
were in combat situations. Comforting and Enlightening We never want to have to read this type of
publication, but it's a good compilation of short tales compiled by authors who experienced the passing of
many terminally ill sufferers. Very well written with great illustrations and stories. While it isn't a "what to
expect" guide, it had been comforting to visit a thread of commonality, bringing an simplicity to the pain. If
you ask me, this book provides perspective of hope, understanding, respect and reverence for easing,
comforting, assisting the dying and family members who are posting in the experience. Comfort and
Understanding I actually originally purchased this reserve when my father passed away after a long illness,
and it brought me comfort. It provided stories relevant to the communication of the dying individual. Lots
of life stories with examples. I cannot thank the writer's more than enough for composing it.) for posting
this wonderful publication.. It comforts and also informs. Not quite what I hoped for Expected more
substantial cases as most seemed a bit redundant in "messages" from the dying. Examples of those that
prefer to move with family around, and the ones who prefer to pass on their very own. I learned so very
much. I now own an extra copy for family/close friends in the event they face this example. Others have
certainly found the reserve very useful, I am pleased for that. The book is easy to read and follow as a
assortment of personal accounts. It isn't a novel with a single overarching story. However, become familiar

with how to relate with the language and feelings of individuals near death and those who love them. Plenty
of understanding packed in this small book.. It's true stories by a nurse which has Served for a long time..
Personally i think better prepared and now almost feel a calmness about how exactly . Sad moments that
overall offer insight and alleviation in better understanding the dying procedure. The biggest takeaway I
got was a dying person includes a “to-perform list” before they will be ready to go. Great book. The grace
and beauty the dying bestow on us amazes me. Qualified in dementia & Certainly, I recommend this book if
you are searching for a comforting go through. Compassion for those near end of life My wife has really
enjoyed the publication and the authors’ insights into topics we don’t typically discuss openly. I ended up
eliminating the book 3/4 the way through, simply wasn't enough fabric to carry my interest. I applaud both
of these nurses for taking ... Fantastic book. I applaud these two nurses for taking the time to create
this wonderful gem of a reference for others. Using the clues in the reserve, I noticed that she was
looking forward to my father to say good bye and to tell her he'd be okay. Helpful information, interestingly
told I heard the author on a public Television program and immediately bought the books. I was given a
copy of the book to learn by the social worker at the hospice when my buddy was dying. Readable. Uplifting
Read first ,then gave to a pal. She is finding this publication to be very helpful and comforting. Individual's
tales are short, but well crafted and thought provoking.
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